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Abstract 
Leung, H., Limitedness theorem on finite automata with distance functions: an algebraic proof, 
Theoretical Computer Science 81 (1991) 137-145. 
A distance function on a finite automaton M is defined by assigning to each transition a distance 
of nonnegative integer value. M is said to be limited in distance if there is a nonnegative integer 
k such that, for each accepted string w in the language of M, there is an accepting path p for M 
on which the sum of distances is bounded by k. The limitedness theorem [6,9] on finite automata 
with distance functions states that it is decidable if an arbitrary finite automaton with a distance 
function is limited in distance. In this paper, we give an algebraic proof of the theorem and derive 
from it an exponential-time decision algorithm. In addition, we prove that the decision problem 
is PSPACE-hard. 
Let M = (0, i&S, q, , F) be a nondeterministic finite automaton, where Q is the 
set of states, 2 is the alphabet set, S : Q x C - 2’ is the transition function, q1 is 
the starting state and F C_ Q is the set of final states. A distance function d : Q x C x 
Q -+ N u {a} is defined on M by assigning to each transition a nonnegative integer 
distance such that, for any (q, a, q’) E Q x C x Q, d( q, a, q’) = 00 iff q’ E 6(q, a). We 
extend the distance function to d : Q x + N u (00) in such a way that, for 
any q,q’EQ, wCX*, aL!l, 
(II) if q = q’ then d(q, E, q’) = 0 otherwise d( 
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(2) d(q, wa, 9’) = min{d(q, w, 4i) + d(qi9 Q9 9’) I4i E Q)* 
Note that the linear ordering O< 16 2 < l l l < 00 is assumed for the minimum 
operation. 
For w E 2*, we define the distance to accept w, d(w), to be min{d(q, , w, 4) 1 q E F}. 
It can be shown that a string w E L(M) iff d(w) E I% 1M is said to be limited in 
distance if d(M) =df~~p{d(~)I w E L(M)} is finite. 
Hashiguchi [6,9] showed that there exists an algorithm to decide if an arbitrary 
finite automaton with a distance function is limited in distance. He proved that a 
finite automaton M = (Q, &6, ql, F) with a distance function d : Q x C x 
Q --* (0, 1, 00) is limited in distance iff cd(M) d 2Z.i”+4, where n = # Q. Hence, in 
general, a finite automaton M with a distance function H : Q x C x Q - N u (00) is 
limited in distance iff d(M) s LYE”“+‘, where cy = max{d(q, a, q’) 1 q, 4’~ Q, a E 2, qk 
6(t~, a)}. Using this result, one can present a decision algorithm that runs in time 
2ZZ ““. 
The decision problem was first considered by Hashiguchi because of its relation 
to some representation problems and star height problem for regular languages 
[7,8]. It was a!so considered by Goldstine, Kintala and Wotschke [5] to show that 
the spectrum of a regular language is effectively computable. 
Motivated by Simon’s method [ 1 l] for the finite power property problem, Leung 
[lo] developed a new result for computing the topological structure of a finitely 
generated semigroup of matrices. In Section 2, we present his algebraic result. In 
Section 3, we apply the result o obtain a simple decision algorithm for the limitedness 
problem on finite automata with distance functions. The algorithm runs in exponen- 
tial time 2°(“2’, where n = #Q is the number of states. If the finite automaton is not 
limited in distance, our algorithm can also generate a sequence of accepted strings 
such that the distances associated with these strings will grow unbounded. In 
addition, we prove that the limitedness problem is PSPACE-hard. Hence, it is very 
unlikely that we can do much better than exponential time. Section 4 discusses our 
conclusions and an open problem. 
In this section, we will summarize the algebraic result obtained in [lo]. Let US 
first introduce some notations. Let N’ denote the set of positive natural numbers. 
Recall that M = (S, +, l , 0, 1) is a semiring if (1) (S, +, 0) is a commutative monoid; 
(2) (S;, 1) is a monoid; (3) the distributive laws a++c)==a*b+c(-c and (a+ 
6)-C= a-c+bc hold for all a, b, c; and (4j 0-a =a-0=0 for every a. In addition, 
M is a commutative semiring if a. 6 = 60 a for every a and 6. For a semiring M, let 
(M”““, . ) denote the semigroup of all n x n matrices over M, where l is the matrix 
multiplication. If A is a subset of a topological space, let A’ be the topological 
closure of A. If {A,, . . e , A,,,} is a finite subset of a semigroup, let (A,, . . . , A,,,) 
denote the subsemigroup generated by {A,, . . . , A,,,}. 
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Let M, be the commutative semiring (f+J u {u, m}, min, +, 00,0) such that (I) a 
linear ordering 0 c I c 2 c l l l < o < 00 is defined on MI ; (2) min(a, b) is defined 
to be the minimum of a and b; and (3) a + b is defined to be the sum of a and b 
if a and b are in N, and defined to be the maximum of a and b otherwise. 
We define the topology T1 on M, to be the one-point compactification of the 
discrete topology over IV u (00’ 1, where o is the point at infinity. Formally, the 
topology T1 consists of the following open sets: (1) for all sets A c N u (oo}, A E 7’, ; 
and (2) for all finite sets A c N u {a}, (f+J u (00) -A) u {w} E TI. In this topology, a 
sequence a,, converges to a iff either (1) for all large enough n, a,, = a; or (2) for 
all large enough n, a, E tW u {w}, the entries in N tend to infinity in the usual sense, 
and a = c~. IVote that o represents afinite but unbounded value, whereas 00 represents 
an infinite value. 
Then (My”“, l ) with the product topology forms a topological semigroup since 
the space is HausdorfI and the matrix multiplication l is continuous. 
Let N1 be the commutative semiring ((0, 1, w, a}, min, max, 00,0), where min and 
max are defined with respect o the linear ordering 0 c 1 c o c 00. 
Let & be thz mapping MI --, N, such that b,(a) = 1 if a EIW+, otherwise &(a) = a. 
Wk can extend 4, to a semigroup homomorphism Myx” ---) Nyxn. Caution: & is 
not continuous (we can assume the discrete topology is placed on N,). 
Given a finite set {A,, . . . , A,,,} E Myxn, we want to find an algorithm to compute 
&((A 19 l l . 9 &I)‘)* 
Let e=e*E Nyxn. We define e* to be 4,(limk_+,.fk) where f~ &‘(e). By the 
following lemma, the operation * : {e = e2 E N y x”} + NY x” is well defined. 
Lemma 2.1 (Leung [lo]). Ve= e*E NY”“, VIE d;‘(e), limk_mfk exists and 
4,(limk+, f k, depends only on e, not oncf: In summary, e* can be computed as follows: 
0 if e(i, j) = 1 and k,, k2 such that 
e*(i, j) = e(i, k,) E W,U, e(k,, k2) = 0, e(kz,j) E {O, 11, 
e( i, j) otherwise. 
We are now ready to present an algorithm for computing &((A,, . . . , A,)‘). 
(Leung [IO]). Given {A,, . . . , A,}E My”“, let (&(A,), . . . , &(A,))*c_ 
N yxn be the subsemigroup generated by taking the algebraic closure of 
WA,), l l l Y } under the matrix multiplicat 9 and the unar:v operation *. 
7hen we have &(( ,...,A,)‘)=(~,(A,),...,cb, 
Note that (#Q( 
Hence, we have a 
effectively computable* 
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3. ain theorem 
Let the set of states Q be (q,, . . . , q,,}, where q1 is the starting state. With respect 
to tke distance function d : Q x C* x Q + N u {a}, define D : 2* ---) Myxn such that, 
for any I<i,j<n, WEE*, aEZ, 
(1) D(E)(i,j) = d(qi, E, qj), 
(2) D(a)(i, j) = d(qi, a, qj), 
(3) D( wa) = D(w) 9 D(a). 
In fact, D:C* + Myxn is a semigroup homomorphism. Hence, ({D(a) 1 a E Z}) = 
{D(w)lw~.X+}. 
emma 3.1. VW E Z”, tfl d i, js n, D(w)(i, j) = d(qi, W, qj)* 
roof. By induction on the length of w. Cl 
Let u, be the I x n row vector such that u,[ i] = 0 if i = 1, and u,[ i] = 00 if i f 1. 
Let & be the n X 1 column vector such that VF[ i] = 0 if qi E F, and &[ i] -’ 00 if qi g E 
As a corollary of Lemma 3.1, we have d(w)=min{D(w)(l, i)lqieF)=U,D(W)VF. 
a 3.2. M is not limited in distance iff thee exists an A E (D(w) 1 w E 2*)’ such 
that usAvF = o. 
roof. (3) By definition, M is not limited in distance iff there is an infinite sequence 
{wk)~_ L(M) such that for each k E Nf, d( wk) C d( wk+,). Since Myxn is compact, 
there is a subsequence {w,,} c { wk} such that limk_= D( w,,) ex”r :._. an? RJr each 
kEN+, 
U,o(w,,)& = d(w,,)<d(w,,+,)= usDb%,+,)~F* 
Let A = limk+oo D(w,,). We have AE{D(w)IwEZ*}’ and U,AVF=W. 
(e) Observe that, for every w E Z*, for each 1 s i, j s n, D(w)( i, j) E NW {a}. 
Thus, we can find a sequence {D( wk)} E {D(w) 1 w E S*} such that limk_.do D( wk) = A 
and for each k E N+, u,D( wk)vF EN and u,~D( w&F C u,D( wk+&F. Hence, for each 
k E NW, d( wk) = u,D( w&F EN, which implies that wk E L(M). Therefore, we have 
found a sequence {wk}c L(M) such that for each kEN+, d(w,)Cd(w,.,,). 0 
Let M = (Q, 2, 8, q, , F) be a nondeterministic jinite automaton with a 
distance function d. Let n = #Q. M is not limited in distance if and only if there exists 
a BE((+,(D(a))JaEZ))*z N,xn such that UsBV~=~. 
First, observe that {D(~)~~E~*}={D(E)}~({D(~)~~E~}). Thus 
~~E~?}~={D(E))v({D(~)I~E~})~, where D(E)E{O,~}“~*. We can then 
rewrite Lemma 3.2 to state tha is not limited in distance iff there exists an 
= W, which in fact is equivalent o the statement 
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that there exists a BE &(({D(a) 1 a E 2))‘) such that u,Bv, = o, since d,(x) = w iff 
x = W. Finally, we are done because &(({D(a) 1 a E E})‘) = ({&(D(a)) 1 Q E Z})* by 
Theorem 1. U 
Theorem 2 gives us an algorithm for deciding if a finite automaton with a distance 
function is limited in distance. The closure ({c#Q( D a)) 1 Q E Z})* is finite and can 
be computed in time sad space 2O(“? Note that C2 is the total number of possible 
matrices in Nr xn. In case the finite automaton is not limited in distance, we would 
also want to exhibit explicitly a set of accepted strings {sk 1 k E NJ’} c L(M) such that 
d(sk) 2 k for all k E Nf. To achieve this, we consider the following procedure 
compute-closure which computes ({ 4, ( D(a)) 1 a E Z})* and, in addition, assigns to 
each A E W4~W)l Q E Z])* a set of characteristic strings {s: 1 k E N’} c C* in the 
form of a formula with parameter k, for example, (st = ( ab)ka(( ab)kb(aa)kb)k I k E 
IV’}. Formally, a formula with parameter k can be defined recursively as follows: 
(1) for all cy E 2, Q! is a formula with parameter k; (2) the concatenation of any two 
formulae with parameter k is also a formula with parameter k; and (3) if a! is a 
formula with parameter k, then (a)k is a formula with parameter !c. 
Procedure compute-closure; 
begin 
New-Set +{&(D(a))laEZ}; 
for each AE New-Set and A = &@(a)), st + a; 
Closure_Set c- 0; 
while New-Set is not empty do 
Remove one element H from New-Set; 
if H = I+ H then 
if H* e New-Set v Closure_Set u {H} t 
insert H* in New-Set; 
SF* * (sk”)k; 
endif; 
endif; 
(0 
(ii) 
for each element G in Closure_Set 
if He G E New-Set v Closure-Set v (H) 
insert H* 6 in New-Set; 
sy t sr l SF; 
if Go HE New-Set v Closure-Set v {H} a 
insert G* H in New-Set; 
Sk 
GsH +$. 
45 
(iii) 
(iv) 
in Closure_Set; 
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comment: CZ0sure_Set=({~,(D(a))~aE~})*; 
Let $ be the mapping N, -z IV, such that $(O) =0, t,b(l) = 1, I,!+$ = 1 and 
$(oo) = 00. We can extend cI/ to a semigroup homomorphism IV:“” + Nyx’. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A E ({&(D(a)) 1 a E 2))“. Consider {st 1 k c;: N’} as deJined by the 
procedure compute-closure. Then we have 
(1) +,(D(st))=J/(A) for all kEN+, 
(2) limk4s D(st) exists, and &( limk_uo D( st)) = A, and 
(3) A(i,j)=cl,+D(st)(i,j)a kfor all kEN)+. 
proof. Consider line (i) of procedure compute-closure. Let A = &@(a)), a E 2. We 
define st= a for all k E N+. The lemma is true for A by observing that A( i,j) # 0 
for all 16 i, j s n and hence, A = +(A). 
Consider line (ii) of procedure compute-closure. Assume the lemma is true for an 
idempotent H with sr defined previously by the procedure. We want to show that 
the lemma is also true for A = H” and sf = (SF)! We prove the statements (l), (2) 
and (3) about A and sf as follows: 
(1) Since D and d), are homomorphisms, we have &(D(s$)) =[&(D(sk”))lko 
By assumption, &( D(sf)) = t,+(H). Hence, &(D(sif)) = ($(H))k* Next, (QNH))~ = 
#(H) because J/ is a homomorphism and H is an idempotent. By using the 
computational definition of H* from Lemma 2.1 and the definition of +, e(H) = 
$(A). Therefore, +,( D(st)) = $(A). 
(2) Since D is a homomorphism, we have lim~__,~ D( s,“) = limk_,oo[ D( sF)lk. By 
assumption, f =dT limk__,,, D( s,“) exists and 4,(f) = H. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, 
!i~P&“)lk - =lG&i% D(sff =iLGr&” 
exists and &(hmk__., D(s2)) = #l(hm&.,~fk) = H* = A. 
(3) Suppose the contrary, D(st)( i, j) < k for some k f N+. First, k cannot be 1. 
Otherwise, D(sf)( i,j) < 1 would imply D(sr)(i, j) = Osince sf = sr . By assumption, 
D(sr)(i,j)=Oimplies H(i,j)=O. Hence,bythefactthatA= H*,wehxveA(i,j)=O 
which contradicts the assumption A( i, j) = w. Therefore, we can assume k 2 2. Since 
D is a homomorphism, [D(sr)lk(i, j) = D($)( i, j) c k. By definition of matrix 
multiplication, there exist p, , ...J?~_~ such that D(s~)(pO,pl)+ l l l +D(s~)x 
(pk-1, pd c k, where p. = i and pk = j. Lt then implies ‘f/a, D(sr)(pW, p,,,) < k and 
a@, D($)( pp, pP+ J = 0. %y assumption, H and $’ satisfy the lemma. Hence, Va, 
Mp,,, pm+!) E (&I} and 3p, H( pP, pp+,) = 0. Using the definition of matrix multipli- 
cation and the fact that H is an idempoten:, we deduce H( po, pk) E (Q, 1) and 3, 9 r2 
such that H(pB,r,)=O, H(r,,r,)=Oand H(r,,p,,.,)=O. However, H(p&pk) can- 
not be Q, otherwise A( i,j) = H *( i, j) = H*(p,, pp,) = 0, a contradiction. Also, Va, 
H(P,,,,~,,+I)E{~~. l}togetherwithH(pO, r,)=Oand H(r2rpp_,.,)==OimplyH(po, r&z 
{O,l) and H(rz9 pd 5 (0, 1). Therefore, we have H( po, pk) = 1, H( pO, r&z (0, l}, 
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H(r,, Q) =O and H(rz, p& {0,1}. By Lemma 2.1, H*(p,, p?) = 1, v;hrith implies 
that A( i, j) = 1, a contradiction. 
Consider line (iii) (respectively line (iv)) of procedure compute-closure. Assume 
the lemma is true for X and Y with the corresponding sf and sky defined previously 
by the procedure. We want to show that the lemma is also true for A = XY, where 
s;f= sfsky. WC prove the statements (l), (2) and (3) about A and s;f as follows: 
(1) Since D and 4, are homomorphisms, we have +,(D(st)) = 
&,(D(s~))~,(D(s~)). By assumption, &JDf ,f)j = $(X) and +,(D(sr)) = J/(Y). , a\- 
Hence, 4&D(stjj = $(X)#( Y). Fina!!y, a$&-X)#( Yj = $(XYj = $(A) because $ is 
a homomorphism. 
(2) Since D is a homomorphism, limk,, D(st) = limk,, D(st)D(sky). By 
assumption, limk_+ D(sf ) and limk,, D(sky) exist. Hence, 
lim D(st) = /im, D(sf) jim, D(sr) 
k-m -_, - 
exists. Since & is a homomorphism, 
By assumption &(limk,, D( s,“)) and 4, (lim+c, D( s,‘)) exist and are equal to X 
and Y respectively. Hence, 
= XY = A. 
(3) Suppose the contrary, D(st)(i,j) < k for some k E fV+. Since D is a 
homomorphism, D(st) = D( sf ) D( s,‘). Thus, by definition of matrix multiplication, 
min{D(s~)(i,~)+D(~~)(Z,j)(l~Z~n}=[D(s~)D(skY)l(i,~)~~~ 
Hence, there exists an f such that D(sf )( i, I) < k and D($)( I, j) < k. By assumption, 
X( i, I) E (0, 1) and Y( &j) E (0, !}. Using the definition of matrix multiplication and 
the fact that A = XY, A( i,j) E (0, 1) which contradicts the assumption A( i,j) = w. c] 
Lemma 3.4. Let BE((&I(D(a)))aEE})* and u.~Bv~=w, Then d(sfB)ak jbr all 
k&4+. 
roof. Since u,Bz+ = W, we have min{B( 1, i) 1 qi E F} = cr). Hence, by Lemmas 3.1 
and 3.3, for all qi E F, either d( ql, sf , qi) 2 k or d(q, , SF, qi) = 00. Moreover, there 
exists a qj E F such that B( 1, j) = o and d (q, , SF, qj) 2 k. Thus, 
d(s:)=min(d(q,, s!, qi)(qiE F}s k for all kEW. 0 
The same characterization was first obtained by Hashiguchi [9] using another 
method. It states that a finite automaton is not limited in distance if and only if 
there exists a set of accepted strings (sk 1 k E iW+), which can be represented by a 
formula with parameter k, such that d( Sk) > k for all k E NJ+. 
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It is a known PSPACE-complete problem to determine whether L(R) = C* for a 
given regular expression R [ 11. Hence, the problem to determine whether L(M) = C* 
for a given nondeterministic finite automaton A4 = (Q, Z, 6, 4, , F) is also PSPACE- 
complete. We show that this latter problem can be polynomially reduced to the 
limitedness problem. 
By introducing a dead state qd, we can construct an equivalent nondeterministic 
finite automaton M, = (Q u {qd}, Z,6,, ql , F) such that the transition function 6, 
is completely defined; that is, for every 9 E Q and a E 2, 6, (q, a) = S( q, a) u { qd} 
and a,( qd, a) = { qd}. Furthermore, we construct another nondeterministic finite 
automaton MZ = (Qu {qd, a-, s% 2 u {c),h, qr 3 h q#, where ee 2 and a2 is 
defined as follows: 
if qE Fu{qr), a=c, 
ifqE(Q--)u{qdrq;h a=c, 
We define a distance function on M2 such that a distance of 1 is assigned to the 
transition from state q: to itself using the letter c and a distance of 0 is assigned to 
every other transition. 
It can easily be shown that (1) e( M2) = C* l c+ and (2) L(M) = C* if and only 
if M2 is limited in distance. Since this transformation requires only a polynomial 
amount of time with respect o #Q, the limitedness problem is PSPACE-hard. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented an algebraic technique using matrix formulations to 
solve the limitedness problem on finite automata with distance functions. We were 
able to derive a simple exponential-time decision algorithm. We have also shown 
that the limitedness problem is PSPACE-hard. An open problem is whether the 
limitedness problem is PSPACE-complete. 
Before going on, we need the definitions of rational sets and recognizable sets 
[2]. Let (M, l , 1) be a monoid. A rational set R c_ M is defined recursively as follows: 
(1) a finite set R, c M is rational, 
(2) if RI, R2 G M are rational sets, then R, + R2 = (x 1 x E R, or x E R,}, RI l & = 
{xaylx~ R, and YE R,} and Rt= lu R,u Riu . . l are also rational sets. 
A subset L, c M is a recognizable set if there is a monoid homomorphism h : M ---) A!, 
where N is a finite monoid, and a P E N such that L = h-‘(P). 
Let M’ be the product monoid Ef’ x Zf, where C r and XT are free monoids over 
the finite sets 2, and & respectively and (a, b) l (c, d) =df (a. c, bad) for all a, c E ET 
and b, d E 2:. Given a rational set R s Al’, we ask whether R is a recognizable set. 
This problem is in general undecidable if both l&i 2 2 and IX1 3 2 [2,3]; it remains 
undecidable ven if we restrict IZ?I = 1 [4]. It can be shown that the limitedness 
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problem is in fact a special case of the latter undecidable problem. A s 
reduction is given a3 follows. We extend the finite automaaqn V&I a distance function 
to a transducer [a] by introducing another read-only tape over the alphabet {L+. 
For each transition (p, ~1, q) of the finite automaton with a positive distarrce, the 
corresponding transition of the transducer is defined to be (0, (a, cl, q), that is, read 
a letter a from the first tape and a letter c from t e second tape. If the distance is 
zero, then the transition becomes (p, (a, e), q). In addition, we add one more 
transition (q,, {e, c), ql) to the transducer, where q1 is the starting state. It is known 
that the language accepted by such a transducer forms a rational set [2]. By Mezei’s 
theorem [2], the finite automaton is limited in distance if atld only if the iational 
set accepted by the transducer is recognizable. 
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